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THE MONTPELIER CENTER FOR
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da Vinci       Rockwell           
Picasso       Renaissance



Membership Benefits

The Center's mission is to engage and
enrich the community through a
variety of cultural and educational
experiences. 

As a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization
located in Montpelier, Virginia, all
donations are tax-deductible.  The
Montpelier Center do not receive
county funding, thus it is only able to
serve the community with the support
of its patrons!

Our Mission

DA VINCI - $25
Leonardo da Vinci was an individual whose
interest and achievements, like those of MCAE
individual Patrons, included; invention, drawing,
painting, sculpting, architecture, science, music,
math, engineering, literature, anatomy, geology,
astronomy, botany, writing, & history.

Membership Levels

ROCKWELL - $50
Norman Rockwell was an author, painter and
illustrator.  His work showcased much of
American culture and family life.  His work was
on magazine covers, 1920-60's, was one of the
most widely circulated and influential  
 magazines in America.

10% member discounts on

Montpelier Center sponsored

classes and workshops

5% discounts on rental of the

facility for events after 1 year

Get the inside scoop by receiving

our newsletters and e-news full of

all kinds of great info about what's

happening at The Center

Postcards and other mailings

throughout the year

PICASSO - $150
Pablo Picasso was a painter, sculptor,
printmaker, ceramicist, stage designer, poet, &
playwright.  Unlike many artists, Picasso was 
 able to finically benefit from his work during
own time.  He not only profited from his own
work, but had art studios re-create some of his
work for the world market, a true capitalist.

RENAISSANCE - $1,500
The Renaissance Period occurred between the
14th and 17th centuries.  Works created during 
 this period still stand today as masterpieces,
which many current artists strive to match.

individual

family

business

life-time


